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InterActive Teams

Involve participants in a series of fun activities that promote team skills and mindsets
for working collaboratively across work areas in an organization. Participants interact
in a team of up to twelve,
which is paired with another team, and then sets
out to conquer a challenge in which they share
the same goal. The program is customized with
activities you select for
the schedule. A 4.5 hour
schedule, for example,
allows for three challenge
activities and a lively action planning session at the end to identify
shared strategies for working together in the
future. Numbers: minimum 14 people; no
upper limit; Hours: 3 to 8. Indoors or out.

The ROPES Challenge Course

- Team Initiatives are focused on effective
team problem solving. Team leadership
skills are challenged to get everyone doing
their part in this intense fast paced format.
Both team strengths and areas for further
development are identified. This format can
be conducted indoors in the event of inclement weather.

Team Tournaments

Great teamwork and collective sparks of
brilliance are demonstrated by the most
entertaining and successful teams in one of
our Team Tournament formats.
Teams show their
smarts by producing great solutions
to off beat challenges in one of
our four formats Bridge Builders,
Eggs In Space,
Mini Golf Classic
and Mega Teams.
Each is a great platform to demonstrate
effective team skills and to develop lasting
relationships. If you have at least 3 hours
and 30 people, a Team Tournament is sure
to be a popular activity at your gathering.

Movie Studio

A Movie Studio is typically a
day long process that involves teams in the design
and shooting of a short
movie in the morning, editing it in the afternoon, and
then holding a film festival
with “Oscar” like awards in
the late afternoon or at din- Low Ropes
ner. In the afternoon, while
build esprit de
one or two people from each team work
corps and involve
with a Team Craft staff to edit the producshared trust, risk
tions, other team members can participate
taking, mutual
in a City Sleuths or InterActive Teams prosupport, and
gram. The movies can be on important
effective commuthemes for the company, yet often include a
nication while involved in activities a few
lot of humor and clever twists that are fun to
feet off the ground.
see. Afterwards, Team Craft provides digital
files of the movies to share among particiTeam & Interpersonal Relationship pants. An alternate schedule can do the
planning and shooting in the afternoon and
Styles Discovery & Skill Building
Participants can greatly benefit from a Per- show the videos the following day.
sonal and Team Styles program. Our sesRaft Craft
sion develops a shared understanding of
Raft Craft is a
the mix of personal communication, decision making, and role behavior styles within lightly competithe group. People leave with a new aware- tive activity conness about their shared styles that support ducted on a
beach or large
their teamwork. The program is combined
pool. The chalwith one of the team
lenges: first,
activity formats to
highlight the styles in design and build
a raft using a wild mix of unusual floatable
action in a fun and
materials, and then race the contraption in a
informative way. An
online survey is avail- competitive sprint. Have fun with plenty of
able to identify partici- room for creativity, whimsical good humor,
and high spirited racing. It’s also a great
pant styles before a
way to beat the heat on a hot day.
program.

City Sleuths

City Sleuths is a fun riddle solving activity
that is Team Craft’s upgrade to a scavenger
or treasure hunt as a team building activity.
Teams have
from three to
five participants
and compete to
score the most
points by finding
answers to riddles among the
curious, historic,
and entertaining
elements of a city district. A three hour version ends after one round with scoring answers, and a short debrief. A four and onehalf hour version includes two rounds of
riddle solving and greater team learning.
Winning team members receive engraved
gold medals on a ribbon. Everyone gets a
memento of the experience. We conduct
City Sleuths in 15 great American Cities.

Trail Blazers

Trail Blazers is conducted in an outdoor
program area. Small teams of three to five
participants crisscross each other’s paths
while searching for hidden caches containing prizes. At these target locations they
obtain riddles and coded messages they
need to unravel to solve a final challenge as
one large team at the end. Teams are trying
to contribute to a big win. At times, teams
join up to solve a shared mini-challenge.
The experience is
a real adventure;
it’s stimulating and
unpredictable in
fun ways. Teams
use GPS devices
as well as maps
and compasses to
pinpoint their target destinations. The program lasts from four to eight hours including
orientation and debrief/action planning at
the end. Participants can number from 14 to
over 140.
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